This chapter presents an efficient technique for linking edge points in order to generate a closed contour representation. The original intensity image, as well as its corresponding edge map, are assumed to be given as input to the algorithm (i.e., an edge map is previously computed by some of the classical edge detector algorithms). The proposed technique consists of two stages. The first stage computes an initial representation by connecting edge points according to a global measure. It relies on the use of graph theory. Spurious edge points are removed by a morphological filter. The second stage finally generates closed contours, linking unconnected edges, by using a local cost function. Experimental results with different intensity images are presented. 3
Introduction
Edge detection is the first and most important stage of human visual process as presented in [6] . During last decades several edge point detection algorithms were proposed. In general, these algorithms are based on partial derivatives (first and second derivative operators) of a given image. Unfortunately, computed edge maps usually contain gaps as well as false edge points generated by noisy data. Moreover, edge points alone generally do not provide meaningful information about the image content, so a high-level structure is required (e.g., to be used by scene understanding algorithms). From a given edge map the most direct high-level representation consists in computing closed contourslinking edge points by proximity, similarity, continuation, closure and symmetry. Something that is very simple and almost a trivial action for the human being, becomes a difficult task when it should be automatically performed.
Different techniques have been presented for linking edge points in order to recover closed contours. According to the way edge map information is used they can be divided into two categories: a) local approaches, which work over every single edge point, and b) global approaches, which work over the whole edge map at the same time. Alternatively, algorithms that combine both approaches or use not only edge map information but also enclosed information (e.g., color) can be found (e.g., [10] , [15] ). In general, most of the techniques based on local information rely on morphological operators applied over edge points. Former works on edge linking by using morphological operators compute closed boundaries by thinning current edge points [14] . However, common problems of thinning algorithms are that in general they distort the shape of the objects, as well as big gaps can not be properly closed. In order to avoid these problems [12] introduces the use of morphological operators together with chamfer maps. Experimental results with simple synthetic-like images with closely spaced unconnected edges, which do not contain spurious neither noisy edge points, are presented.
A real-time edge-linking algorithm and its VLSI architecture, capable of producing binary edge maps at the video rate, is presented in [7] . It is based on local information and, as stated by the authors, has two major limitations. Firstly, it does not guarantee to produce closed contours, actually in every experimental results presented in that paper there are open contours. Secondly, edge-linking process is sensitive to user defined parameters-threshold values.
In [5] , a more elaborated edge linking approach, based only on local information, is proposed. Initially, an iterative edge thinning is applied. Thus, small gaps are filled and endpoints are easily recovered and labelled. Finally, endpoints are linked by minimizing a cost function based on a local knowledge. The proposed cost function takes into account the Euclidean distance between the edge points to be linked (2D distance) and two reward coefficients-a) if the points to be linked are both endpoints; and b) if the direction associated to the points to be linked is opposite. The values of these two reward coefficients are experimentally determined. Since this technique is proposed for linking points, similarly to [7], it does not guarantee to produce closed contours.
Differently to previous approaches, algorithms based on global information need to study the whole edge point distribution at the same time. In general, points are represented as nodes in a graph and the edge linking problem is solved by minimizing some global measure. For instance, [3] presents an edge linking scheme as a graph search problem. A similar scheme was previously introduced in [1]. The methodology consists in associating to every edge point
